1. Find the words which match the following descriptions. They may be shown horizontally or vertically.

```
C L R S K D L R D O R M I T O R Y G Z L
O M V H E J E Y E C S A L O P E C S B O
U A F J C E N M D K L D Y I E I Z S D W
N A S F O O P R N D S X S B D E W P K D
E S A O M R B D M G D I R B D N M O W N
R X S W U Q P E I S M O G M J D L T E S
U M E S T J K R K U P S F H E J R O L I
R S G E I H E E H E K E L P R M S J C K T
B L Q P N E L E J D V U N M A P R H S Y
A P D G G E L E N D M E L E X S A E C D
N E Y X R E Q W K F D G H E S C B M Z S
I C S X P C O N U R B A T I O N S I P S
S X S V B N M J G K L O Y E R E T C P H
A C B L H G D S A Z I O P E W R Y A V D
T G F H D S L Y I O R C V D N M B L A S
I Z Q W X V B N F M G K R I O F S A F H
O Y R U R A L U R B A N F R I N G E P R
N A Z X V S U I R O E M F K R L R S W Q
P R U E F U R B A N S P R A W L T R O C
```

a) Travelling to and from work, usually from home on a daily basis.

b) A number of cities which have grown outwards until they have merged with other towns and cities to produce a large settlement.

c) The movement of population from towns back to rural areas.

d) A village where many of the people commute to work in another settlement.

e) Housing with fewer dwelling units per square kilometre.

f) Smog produced by a complex set of reactions of strong sunlight on nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons from vehicle exhausts.

g) The area just beyond the main built-up area which had distinctive land use linked to the urban area.

h) A mixture of fog and pollutants.

i) The process of large urban areas growing outwards rapidly into the surrounding rural area.